
The Most Cost-Effective Way To Dramatically 
Increase Your Full-Arch And Implant Business

Teeth Tomorrow® Referral Network



A Brief Description

Teeth Tomorrow® has created an innovative way to leverage your 
referrals to grow your full-arch and implant business by making 

them an integral part of the process.

Your referral Doctors will now be transformed from passive to 
active because they will be remunerated and motivated to 

continue to send you their new and existing patients.
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How It Works

Creating a successful Teeth Tomorrow® Referral 
Network is a 4 Step Process:
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Step 1: 

Identify Doctors

Find your best 
referring Doctors who 

do not offer full-
arches or implants and 
would be interested in 
becoming your Teeth 
Tomorrow® Affiliate.
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Step 2: 

Enrollment

Set-up a meeting with 
your referral Doctors 

to explain how it 
works; the education 
involved and how it 

will benefit them and 
their patients. 
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Step 3: 

Education 

Train the Doctors to 
recognize and refer 
full-arch or implant 
patients, as well as 
how they can easily 

participate in the 
restorative process.  

Step 4: 

Motivation

Your Doctors will become 
Teeth Tomorrow® 

Affiliates and with on-
going support from you 

and Teeth Tomorrow 
they will continue to be 
motivated to send you 

additional patients.



Why it Works!

Teeth Tomorrow’s Referral Model is a Game Changer!
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Potential referring Doctors are hesitant to recommend patients to “competitors” that 

provide similar/additional products and services because they risk losing their patient.

Teeth Tomorrow’s referring Doctors can now offer a proven solution to their patient’s 

major dental problems. They will oversee the case, and will be remunerated for their 

time spent and participation in the restorative process. The Doctors will continue to 

have a relationship with their patient by providing on-going care. 



There are Two Options for Referral Doctor Participation

Teeth Tomorrow® Referral Network

Referral Doctor’s Responsibilities

• Initial discussion with patient regarding Teeth 
Tomorrow® as per training. (Are you a candidate?)

• Set up an appointment with the franchisee and put 
together informational packet about their patient 

• Take impressions for the franchisee to use before 
their appointment

• During the case, they will follow up with their 
patient in regards to progress

• After placement of final prosthesis, schedule their 
patient to remove temporary access hole fillings 
and place permanent fillings, check the bite, 
establish hygiene protocols, etc. 

• Referral Doctors earn around $2,000 for their time 
and work performed on the case paid directly by 
their patient

Advanced Training Option

• When the referral affiliate Doctors become 
comfortable with the referral model, they can 
expand their participation in the restorative 
process. 

• Teeth Tomorrow® will offer a training program to 
teach them the entire restorative process post 
immediate load. 

• Once trained, the affiliates will become Teeth 
Tomorrow® Certified Restorative Doctors

• Referral Doctors can then earn an additional 
$7,000+ for each full-arch case



SS
• Each referring Doctor will have approximately 3,000

patients in their databasesExisting Database

5-7% are good candidates for full-arch or implant cases
(1,500 - 2,100 people)

30,000 Patients Total

75-105 patients that receive full-arches or implants5% Full-Arch or Implant 
Conversation Rate 
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Example of 10 Referring Doctors



Benefits to Franchisee

Leverage Your Referral Base to Grow Your Full-Arch and Implant Business

Receive a steady stream of on-going qualified leads

Most cost-effective ROI per lead compared to other riskier marketing options

Referral Doctors are part of the process and earn revenue so they continue to be motivated

Cross promotion of Teeth Tomorrow® on affiliate websites (improves your SEO, etc.)

Easily scale this business model by increasing your number of referral Doctors
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Our Unique Assets

Teeth Tomorrow® Referral Network

2 Peer Reviewed 
Studies Showcasing a 
99+% Success Rate of 

Our Protocols and 
Products

Only Dental Lab in the 
US Exclusively 

Dedicated to Crafting 
Full-Arch Prettau® 

Zirconia Bridges

A Dedicated, Patient 
Oriented Book to 

Support the Brand and 
Create More Awareness 

in the Marketplace

Only Dental Franchise 
to Offer On-Going 

Support for Marketing, 
Education, and Training 

for Full-Arch Growth



Benefits to Motivate Referring Doctors

Benefits Include:

Offer a state of the art proven solution for their patients
Gold Standard Protocol

Net around $2,000 per arch and additional income from implant related procedures
Financially Involved

Become an affiliate of the Teeth Tomorrow® National Network 
Teeth Tomorrow® Affiliation

Proven marketing tools to help find, identify and refer patients
Proven Marketing Results

Receives all requisite training and education
Training and Education

Win, Win, Win! (You, your referring Doctors, and their Patients)
Mutually Beneficial
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Summary of all the Added Value for your Business

The Teeth Tomorrow® Referral Network is a cost efficient way to 

jumpstart and grow your Full-Arch business without the need to 

spend money on advertising for new patients.

You will create mutually beneficial, on-going relationships with 
your referring Doctors within your Teeth Tomorrow® territory 

which will become a self-sustaining source of new revenue.
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